Inclusion

$n = 136$ families

$n = 50$ families, non participants

$n = 36$ families (including 36 mothers and 26 fathers, $n_{tot}=62$

After PICU transfer

$PDEQ$, $UCL$ & $SRS$-$PTSD$ ($n_{tot}=50$)

$n = 31$ mothers and 19 fathers

$PDEQ$, $UCL$ & $HADS$ ($n_{tot}=53$)

$n = 30$ mothers and 23 fathers

$n = 36$ families (including 36 mothers and 26 fathers, $n_{tot}=62$

At 3-months follow-up

$SRS$-$PTSD$ ($n_{tot}=115$)

$n = 69$ mothers and 46 fathers

$HADS$ ($n_{tot}=128$)

$n = 74$ mothers and 54 fathers

$PDEQ$, $UCL$ & $SRS$-$PTSD$

$n = 6$ mothers
$n = 3$ fathers
$n_{tot}=9$

$PDEQ$, $UCL$, $SRS$-$PTSD$ & $HADS$

$n = 25$ mothers
$n = 16$ fathers
$n_{tot}=41$

$PDEQ$, $UCL$ & $HADS$

$n = 5$ mothers
$n = 7$ fathers
$n_{tot}=12$

$PDEQ$, $UCL$ & $SRS$-$PTSD$ (n$=31$ m$tot=50$)

$n = 10$ mothers
$n = 11$ fathers
$n_{tot}=21$

$SRS$-$PTSD$ & $HADS$

$n = 59$ mothers
$n = 35$ fathers
$n_{tot}=94$

$HADS$

$n = 15$ mothers
$n = 19$ fathers
$n_{tot}=34$